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1 RBC model with Oil

In this problem, we want to study if an economy has access to some oil revenues, then how oil

revenue shocks can affect the economy in the short run. to do so:

1. Setup an RBC model with inelastic labor (no labor supply decision: l = 1) where household

per period utility function is u (c) = c1−η

1−η and the production function is y = f (k, l) =

Akαl1−α where productivity is constant. Now consider that HH receives some income

from the oil revenue Ot as lump-sum transfer which does not come from the economy’s

aggregate production function. In other words, total output is Yt = yt +Ot. Suppose Oil

revenues receive shocks such that logOt = θ logOt−1 + (1− θ) log Ō + εt.

(a) Setup the problems for the representative HH and firm.

(b) Write down the FOCs and find the Euler equation.

(c) Write down the equilibrium conditions.

(d) Show that the long-run steady state value of oil revenue is Ō

(e) Solve for the steady state.

(f) How do macro variables (output, capital, consumption, wages and interest rates)

depend on the long-run oil revenue (Ō)?

(g) Log linearize the model.

(h) Use Dynare to simulate your model and see how does the economy responds to oil

shocks. You can use standard calibrated values for the parameters using Cooley paper

or other standard papers.
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(i) What is the effect on output, capital, consumption, wages and interest rates?

(j) Explain the intuition of how oil revenue shocks are affecting the macro variables.

Discuss about the spot and the persistency effects and the propagation mechanism.

(k) Use different values for η, φ, α, θ and show how does the spot effect and persistency

depend on these parameters. Give the intuition too.

2. Setup an RBC model with elastic labor and no capital accumulation where household per

period utility function is u (c) = c1−η

1−η −
l1−φ

1+φ and the production function is y = f (l) =

Al1−α where productivity is constant. Now consider that HH receives some income from

the oil revenue Ot as lump-sum transfer which does not come from the economy’s aggregate

production function. In other words, total output is Yt = yt + Ot. Suppose Oil revenues

receive shocks such that logOt = θ logOt−1 + (1− θ) log Ō + εt.

(a) Setup the problems for the representative HH and firm.

(b) Write down the FOCs and find the Euler equation.

(c) Write down the equilibrium conditions.

(d) Solve for the steady state.

(e) Log linearize the model.

(f) How do macro variables (output, capital, consumption, wages and interest rates)

depend on the long-run oil revenue (Ō)? Explain your results intuitively.

(g) How do your answers differ from the previous problem?

(h) (Optional-with Credit) Solve the log-linearized model analytically.

(i) Use Dynare to simulate your model and see how does the economy responds to one-

percent oil shocks. You can use standard calibrated values for the parameters using

Cooley paper or other standard papers.

(j) What is the effect on output, employment and wages?

(k) Explain the intuition of how oil revenue shocks are affecting the macro variables.

Discuss about the spot and the persistency effects and the propagation mechanism.
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(l) How do your answers differ from the previous problem?

(m) Use different values for η, φ, α, θ and show how does the spot effect and persistency

depend on these parameters. Give the intuition too.

3. (Optional-with equal Credit) Now use the utility function u (c) = (1− γ) ln c+ γ ln (1− l)

and redo the problem. How do the answers change? Why? What is the crucial difference

between these two utility functions?
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